
1. Introduction
As an important variable of the climate system, soil moisture (SM) plays a key role in the surface runoff, 
evapotranspiration, energy balance, and carbon cycle. And its heterogeneity and variability in space and 
time bring in continuous influences on the simulation and prediction of atmospheric circulation, surface 
processes, and land–atmosphere interactions (Fan et al., 2020; Schwingshackl et al., 2017; S. I. Seneviratne 
et al., 2010). SM is also a key variable in surface water fluxes and is critical for drought monitoring and as-
sessment (Velpuri et al., 2016).

Compared with other climate variables (e.g., precipitation and temperature), the measure of SM is more 
difficult and complicated. Moreover, due to the sparse distribution of gauge observation, the spatiotemporal 
coverage and representation are not well obtained. Thus, it prevents us from conducting reliable quantita-
tive analysis and comprehensive studies. With the rapid development of remote sensing technology and 
the continuous improvement of relevant models, various SM estimation products (such as reanalysis, Land 
Data Assimilation Systems [LDAS], and satellite retrieval) are more widely used in the existing research be-
cause of their good spatiotemporal continuity. But due to the differences in data source, algorithms, cover-
age, and spatiotemporal resolution, all these products are subject to great uncertainties (Chen & Yuan, 2020; 
Chen et al., 2020, 2021). On the other hand, many different products (e.g., ERA-Interim and ERA5) are con-
stantly being iterated and updated. Therefore, effective evaluation of SM products is a prerequisite for more 
appropriate and targeted use of SM products in different regions and time scales. And it also provides scien-
tific support for the application of SM products in hydrological research and drought monitoring (Chen & 
Yuan, 2020; Ford & Quiring, 2019; Y. Liu et al., 2019).

Based on in situ SM observations, a variety of SM products have been evaluated at global and continental 
scales (e.g., Europe, North America, Southeast Asia, Australia, and Africa; Agrawal & Chakraborty, 2020; 
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Albergel et al., 2012; Al-Yaari et al., 2019; Bazzi et al., 2019; Beck et al., 2021; Das et al., 2019; Deng et al., 2020; 
Ford & Quiring, 2019; Griesfeller et al., 2013; Ray et al., 2017). A large number of metrics have been used in 
these studies to describe the ability of products to capture spatial patterns and temporal variability, such as 
the correlation coefficient, standard deviation, bias, root mean square error, and unbiased root mean square 
error. However, these metrics are only in a statistical sense, and the involvement of application-oriented 
metrics is lacking for a comprehensive analysis and preparation for practical applications. Furthermore, 
relevant studies on China have gradually increased in recent years and are mainly divided into two types 
of assessments focusing on SM products from a certain source and different sources. But the spatial and 
temporal scales of the studies are limited by the availability of in situ data and products. Spatially, most of 
them are concentrated on individual scales and less on the entire region. For example, Zeng et al. (2015) 
used three in situ SM observation networks on the Tibetan Plateau to assess the skills of seven remotely 
sensed SM products and one reanalysis SM product for the period 2002–2012 and there are many other 
studies in similar regions (D. Li et al., 2015; Wang & Zeng, 2012; Q. Zhang et al., 2018). The time scales as-
sessed are also relatively short, such as 2008–2012 in Peng et al. (2015), or too old, such as 1981–1999 in H. Li 
et al. (2005) and 1993–2008 in L. Liu et al. (2014), especially for satellite remote sensing products with severe 
time constraints. In addition, SM is closely related to climate and underlying surface, and the uncertainty of 
SM products varies with different climatic and hydrological regions (Cheng & Huang, 2016; S. Seneviratne 
et al., 2011; S. I. Seneviratne et al., 2010). However, the existing zoning of the study area is very broad, for 
example, Chen et al. (2020) divided eight climatic regions based on climatic characteristics, which is not suf-
ficient to fully describe the diverse hydroclimatic types of China. There have been very few evaluations and 
comparisons on the performance of SM products under carefully delineated different climatic and hydro-
logical regions of China. Meanwhile, SM is profoundly influenced by precipitation, which is an important 
climatic factor. Their interrelationships and feedbacks are an integral part of hydrometeorology and water 
resources management (Deng et al., 2020). The study about the consistency between SM characterized by 
various products and precipitation is of significance for product comparison and further selection.

The purpose of this study in view of the aforementioned problems is to, under different time scales (multi-
year, annual, seasonal, and 10-day) and 18 subdivided hydroclimatic regions of China, (a) compare the spa-
tial and temporal differences of 10 SM products over a long period (2000–2018); (b) analyze the spatial and 
temporal consistency between SM for different products and precipitation; and (c) use both statistical and 
dichotomous verification metrics based on in situ observations to comprehensively evaluate the accuracy 
and applicability of the products in China. The 10 products include 4 reanalysis products, 3 LDAS products, 
and 3 sensor-based products. The different performances of each product can provide guidance for future 
selection and use in hydrological and drought-related applications in different regions of China.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The climate and underlying surface conditions in China are quite diverse and complex due to the vast terri-
tory. Coupled with the continuously changing climate and environment, the spatial and temporal distribu-
tion of soil water and heat varies dramatically in different regions. To analyze the variability of SM in vari-
ous regions of China in detail, related studies have divided China into several subregions, such as the eight 
regions used by J.-G. Liu and Xie (2013) and Chen and Yuan (2020). However, these partitions are based on 
only some climatic characteristics or wet and dry conditions, ignoring important hydrological character-
istics. Considering shaping the boundaries with similar regional climate and hydrological characteristics, 
Lang et al. (2014) divided the mainland of China into 17 large hydroclimatic regions (Figure 1) based on 
the climate classifications and watershed divisions standard, including (1) Inland rivers in Xinjiang; (2) In-
land rivers in northern Tibet; (3) Inland rivers in Inner Mongolia; (4) Yellow River; (5) Upper Yellow River; 
(6) Hai River; (7) Songhua River; (8) Liao River; (9) Upper Yangtze River; (10) Huai River; (11) Southwest 
rivers in southern Tibet; (12) Southwest rivers in Yunnan; (13) Yangtze River; (14) Middle Yangtze River; 
(15) Lower Yangtze River; (16) Pearl River; and (17) Southeast rivers. The same hydroclimatic regions have 
been used in some subsequent studies (see Ma et al., 2015; Y. Zhang & Ye, 2020). This study evaluated SM 
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products in the 17 subregions (regions 1–17) and the whole of China (region 18). The specific regional char-
acteristics can be seen in Supporting Information Table S1.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Interquartile Range

After arraying a data set in ascending order, the data are divided into four equal parts by three split points. 
The corresponding values at these three split points are called quartiles, which are respectively denoted as 
Q1 (the first quartile, which is located at 25%, means that 25% of the data are less than or equal to Q1, the 
same below), Q2 (the second quartile, that is the median), and Q3 (the third quartile, that is at 75%). The 
difference between Q3 and Q1 is also called the interquartile range, denoted as Q (see Equation 1). It needs 
to be standardized at each grid location before calculation. The interquartile range reflects the dispersion of 
the middle 50% of the data, which can be used to represent the fluctuating distance. The smaller the value, 
the more concentrated the middle part of the data; the larger the value, the more scattered the middle part 
of the data.

 3 1Q Q Q (1)

2.2.2. Taylor Diagram

Taylor diagram (Taylor, 2001) provides a visual framework for quantitatively comparing and evaluating dif-
ferences between multiple data products and the selected reference data product, which is a widely adopted 
and effective method to evaluate and verify model data in recent years. Based on the reference data, it can 
comprehensively display the standard deviation (σ), the correlation coefficient (R), and the centered root 
mean square difference (RMSD) of multiple variables on an easily interpreted diagram, which can intuitive-
ly reflect the differences between each data product and their abilities to simulate reference data. The three 
metrics in the Taylor diagram are calculated as follows:

Figure 1. The 17 hydroclimatic regions in China. Regions 1–17 are the subregions marked in the figure, and region 18 
is the whole of China.
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where M and O are the product data and the observed reference data, respectively, and μ is the mean value. 
The σ is used to indicate the degree of deviation of the data from its mean value. The larger the value, the 
more discrete it is. The R is used to indicate the correlation between the product and the reference value. 
The larger the value, the more relevant it is to the reference value. The RMSD can be used to indicate the 
closeness of the product to the reference value. The smaller the value, the closer it is to the reference value.

2.2.3. Dichotomous Verification

Equitable Threat Score (ETS) can be used to analyze and validate the performance of SM data or products 
under different meteorological conditions (dry/wet; Wilks, 2011), namely the simulation and prediction 
ability. The ETS is defined as follows:

   


  
hits

H M H F
H M F Z

 (5)




  
hitsETS

hits
H

H M F (6)

where hits is the estimated number of clicks based on random predictions, and H, F, M, and Z are calculated 
based on the statistics of the 2 × 2 contingency table (Table 1).

In Table 1, X ( 3 3m mE  ) is the selected contingency table threshold, H (hits) denotes the correct prediction 
of the event, F (false alarms) denotes the observed but not predicted event, M (misses) denotes the predict-
ed but not observed event, and Z (correct negatives) denotes the correct prediction that the event did not 
happen.

Based on the dichotomous classification, the ETS value is obtained by eliminating randomly predicted hits 
and ranges from −1/3 to 1 (worst to perfect). When there are no false alarms and misses (F = 0, M = 0), the 
ETS is equal to 1, indicating the perfect simulation and prediction; when the ETS is equal to 0 or a negative 
value, it indicates no simulation and prediction ability.

According to the values of H, F, M, and Z, other relevant indexes can be calculated as in Table 2.

SM observation

SM products >X ≤X

>X H (hits) F (false alarms)

≤X M (misses) Z (correct negatives)

Table 1 
Two-By-Two Contingency Table

Index Formula Range Ideal value

Hit rate (the probability of hitting) 


HR HE
H M

0–1 1

False alarm rate (the probability of false alarms) 


FAR FE
H F

0–1 0

Missing alarm rate (the probability of misses) 


MAR ME
H M

0–1 0

Critical Success Index (the ability to get a hit) 
 

CSI HE
H M F

0–1 1

Bias Score (the prediction bias) 



BS H FE

H M
– 1

Table 2 
Relevant Indexes According to the Values of H, F, M, and Z
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3. Data
3.1. In Situ SM Observations

The Ten-Day Data set of Crop Growth and Development and Farmland SM in China is compiled from 
the 10-day and monthly agrometeorological bulletin data reported by national agrometeorological stations 
since 1991. It provides records on crop growth and development, including five layers of soil relative mois-
ture, through 778 stations across China and is now shared by the National Meteorological Information 
Center of the China Meteorological Administration (CMA; http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/dataCode/
AGME_AB2_CHN_TEN.html). In this study, the soil relative moisture (%) at 0–10 cm depth was selected 
and converted to volumetric SM ( 3 3m mE  ) and then analyzed.

3.2. SM Products

Ten SM products evaluated in this study are summarized in Table 3. The years of coverage common to the 
products were selected as the research period (Figure 2).

Data set Period Frequency Resolution (°) Unit Type Reference

ERA-Interim 1979–2019.8 6 hourly 0.125 3 3m mE Reanalysis Berrisford et al. (2011)

ERA5 1979–2019 Hourly 0.25 3 3m mE Reanalysis Hersbach, Bell, et al. (2018)

NCEP R2 1979–2019 6 hourly 2.5 Fraction Reanalysis Kanamitsu et al. (2002)

NCEP CFSR 1979–2010 Hourly 0.312 – Reanalysis Saha et al. (2010a, 2010b)

NCEP CFSV2 2011–2019 Hourly 0.205 – Reanalysis Saha et al. (2011, 2014)

GLDAS2.1 Noah 2000–2019 3 hourly 0.25  2kg mE Models/analyses Rodell et al. (2004)

GLDAS2.1 CLSM 2000–2019 3 hourly 1  2kg mE Models/analyses Beaudoing and Rodell (2020); Rodell et al. (2004)

GLDAS2.1 VIC 2000–2019 3 hourly 1  2kg mE Models/analyses Beaudoing and Rodell (2020); Rodell et al. (2004)

ESA CCI ACTIVE 1991.8–2019 Daily 0.25 % Remote sensing Dorigo et al. (2017); Gruber et al. (2017, 2019)

ESA CCI COMBINED 1978.11–2019 Daily 0.25 3 3m mE Remote sensing Dorigo et al. (2017); Gruber et al. (2017, 2019)

ESA CCI PASSIVE 1978.11–2019 Daily 0.25 3 3m mE Remote sensing Dorigo et al. (2017); Gruber et al. (2017, 2019)

Table 3 
Summary of SM Products

Figure 2. Years of coverage for each soil moisture (SM) data set. The overlap years is 2000–2018 in the red box.

http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/dataCode/AGME%5FAB2%5FCHN%5FTEN.html
http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/dataCode/AGME%5FAB2%5FCHN%5FTEN.html
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3.2.1. Reanalysis Products

ERA-Interim obtained from European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF; https://
apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/levtype=sfc) is a reanalysis of the global atmosphere, 
whose available period is from January 1, 1979 to August 31, 2019. The product has improved the rep-
resentation of the hydrological cycle, the quality of the stratospheric circulation, the treatment of biases 
and changes in the observing system, and other key aspects of ERA-40 (Berrisford et al., 2011). ERA5 is 
the latest release of the fifth-generation ECMWF reanalysis (https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/
search?type=dataset&text=ERA5), covering the period from 1979 to present, and is expected to supersede 
the ERA-Interim reanalysis. Compared with ERA-Interim, it provides a detailed record of the global atmos-
phere, ocean waves, and land surface with higher resolution, more information, and better quality (Hers-
bach, Bell, et al., 2018; Hersbach, de Rosnay, et al., 2018). This study used the first layer of the two ECMWF 
products’ four-layer SM, which is the volume of water ( 3 3m mE  ) at the depth of 7 cm. And the volumetric 
SM of ERA5 is associated with the soil texture (or classification), soil depth, and the underlying groundwa-
ter level.

NCEP-DOE Reanalysis 2 developed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP; https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.ncep.rea-
nalysis2.html) is an improved version of the NCEP R1 model, which has corrected some errors and updated 
the parameterization of physical processes (Kanamitsu et al., 2002). It provides two-layer volumetric SM  
( 3 3m mE  ) at different time scales of 6 h, day, and month from 1979 to present. This study used the six-hourly 
Gaussian gridded data values at 2.5° spatial resolution between 0 and 10 cm.

The NCEP Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) data are available from 1979 to March 2011 (https://
rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds093.1). It can provide hourly records at ∼0.312° × 0.312° spatial resolution through 
analysis and prediction (Saha et al., 2010a). And the Climate Forecast System Version 2 (CFSV2) data set 
(https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds094.1) is an extension of CFSR beyond March 2011 based on the same 
model (Saha et al., 2011), with a finer spatial resolution of 0.205° × 0.204°. To facilitate comparison with 
other products, the two products were linked and recorded as one SM product according to the period stud-
ied, namely CFSR/CFSV2. Both products provide four-layer volumetric SM estimation, and the first layer at 
the depth of 10 cm was selected for this study.

3.2.2. LDAS Products: GLDAS2.1

GLDAS2.1 is one of the three components in National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Glob-
al Land Data Assimilation System Version 2 (GLDAS2; https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov), which has been forced 
with a combination of model and observation data from 2000 and has superseded GLDAS1 products (Rodell 
et al., 2004). Noah with a horizontal resolution of 0.25° and CLSM and VIC with a horizontal resolution of 
1° can be obtained from three-hourly GLDAS2.1 data (Beaudoing & Rodell, 2020). The surface SM (  2kg mE  ) 
of the three products was converted into the volumetric SM ( 3 3m mE  ) for this study.

3.2.3. Sensor-Based Products: European Space Agency Climate Change Initiative

The Climate Change Initiative (CCI) SM project is part of the European Space Agency (ESA) program on 
Global Monitoring of Essential Climate Variables (ECV). The ESA CCI SM v04.7 (https://www.esa-soil-
moisture-cci.org), a new version released in 2020, includes three surface SM products with a temporal reso-
lution of 1 day and a spatial resolution of 0.25°. The separate three products, deriving from active, passive, 
and combined (active + passive) sensors, span from November 1978 to December 2019. Among them, the 
ACTIVE and PASSIVE products have been created by fusing scatterometer and radiometer SM products, ex-
pressed in volumetric units ( 3 3m mE  ) and percent of saturation (%), respectively; the COMBINED product 
with the same volumetric units ( 3 3m mE  ) is a blended product generated from the Level 2 products used in 
the former two products (Dorigo et al., 2017; Gruber et al., 2017, 2019).

3.3. Precipitation Data

The change and state of SM are closely associated with precipitation (Cheng et  al.,  2015; Hohenegger 
et al., 2009). The Grid Data set of 0.5° × 0.5° for Surface Precipitation in China (V2.0) is also a set of data 
shared by the National Meteorological Information Center of the CMA (http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/

https://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim%2Dfull%2Ddaily/levtype%3Dsfc
https://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim%2Dfull%2Ddaily/levtype%3Dsfc
https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/search%3Ftype%3Ddataset%26text%3DERA5
https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/search%3Ftype%3Ddataset%26text%3DERA5
https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis2.html
https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis2.html
https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds093.1
https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds093.1
https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds094.1
https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov
https://www.esa-soilmoisture-cci.org
https://www.esa-soilmoisture-cci.org
http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/dataCode/SURF%5FCLI%5FCHN%5FPRE%5FDAY%5FGRID%5F0.5.html
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dataCode/SURF_CLI_CHN_PRE_DAY_GRID_0.5.html). Based on the precipitation records of 2,472 na-
tional meteorological stations, the daily surface precipitation grid data with a spatial resolution of 0.5° in 
China from 1961 to 2019 are provided. Relevant cross-validation and error analysis showed that the data 
are of good quality and have been used for many validation studies (Y. Zhang et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2014).

3.4. Data Preprocessing

The surface SM data for each product were selected for this study, but the original variables provided dif-
fered and there were minor differences in the depth of the soil surface. For the sake of comparison, they 
were uniformly converted into volumetric SM ( 3 3m mE  ) by the following steps:

Conversion of soil water content in GLDAS2.1:

 V
w
d (7)

where VE  and w are the volumetric SM ( 3 3m mE  ) and soil water content (  2kg mE  ), respectively, and d is the 
soil depth (mm). In actual conversion,  2kg mE  is equal to mm.

Conversion of percent of saturation SM in ESA CCI ACTIVE:
  V s (8)

where s is the percent of saturation SM (%), and ∅ is the soil porosity, which is provided at the same time as 
ESA CCI auxiliary data and can be regarded as a constant within a certain period.

Conversion of soil relative moisture in in situ observations:



  


 b
V f (9)

where E  is the soil relative moisture (%); E  is the water density whose value is 1.0 (  3g cmE  );  fE  and bE  are 
the field capacity and soil bulk density, which can also be regarded as constants within a certain period. 
Both land data are obtained from the Land–Atmosphere Interaction Research Group at Sun Yat-sen Univer-
sity (Dai et al., 2013; Shangguan et al., 2014; globalchange.bnu.edu.cn).

Products with hourly frequency were resampled to the daily scale. In the first part, all products were biline-
arly interpolated to a 0.25° grid in order to facilitate intercomparison. In the second part, all products were 
bilinearly interpolated to in situ stations for accuracy evaluation. In addition, linear interpolation was used 
to interpolate the data sets to a unified surface soil depth (within 30 cm).

4. Results
4.1. Intercomparison of All SM Products in China

The average spatial distribution of the 10 SM products generally captures a basic pattern from 2000 to 2018, 
which is characterized by a gradual decline from southeast to northwest over China, but with differences in 
local regions such as regions 1 (Inland rivers in Xinjiang) and 13–15 (Yangtze River, Middle Yangtze River, 
and Lower Yangtze River), and individual products such as ESA CCI ACTIVE and PASSIVE (Figure 3). In 
terms of the seasonal spatial distribution of SM across products, the spatial variation of each SM product 
is slow and mild among all seasons, showing no significant differences with seasonal variation. The new 
version of the product characterizes the spatial variation of SM in more detail than the old version from the 
same developer. Compared to ERA5, ERA-Interim converted from high resolution to low resolution ignores 
some detailed variations of SM in space. Even if NCEP R2 with the coarsest resolution has been interpolated 
to high resolution, the spatial pattern is still too rough to show much information. Due to the low resolution 
of the raw data before interpolation, both CLSM and VIC products lack some detailed information on the 
spatial transition between low and high SM values compared to Noah, which is also part of GLDAS2.1 data. 
The spatial coverage of ESA CCI data based on sensors is much lower than the reanalysis and LDAS data, 
and SM values are missing in large areas in winter, such as western China. The ESA CCI COMBINED, a 
combination of ACTIVE and PASSIVE, neutralizes much of the spatial information from both products and 
thus obtains a relatively greater coverage. Moreover, since COMBINED also employed Noah as the scaling 

http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/dataCode/SURF%5FCLI%5FCHN%5FPRE%5FDAY%5FGRID%5F0.5.html
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Figure 3. The multiyear average daily and seasonal SM of all products in 2000–2018. MAM, March–May; JJA, June–August; SON, September–November; DJF, 
December–February.
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reference in its development, it remains the same value domain and similar distribution as Noah. Overall, 
the SM values of each product in most regions are below 0.4 ( 3 3m mE  ).

Figure 4 shows the annual time series derived for the 10 SM products from 2000 to 2018. The interannual 
fluctuations of the products are relatively small in most northern hydroclimatic regions and region 18 (the 
entire Chinese region), with no obvious peaks and troughs. The interannual and interproduct differences of 
products remain roughly within the SM range of 0.2 ( 3 3m mE  ). In the southern regions, there are upper and 
lower outliers for ESA CCI PASSIVE and ACTIVE, respectively, especially in regions 12 (Southwest rivers in 
Yunnan) and 13 (Yangtze River) also accompanied by severe fluctuations. And their peaks and troughs are 
mostly concentrated in the period of 2006–2013.

A seasonal comparison of SM products in different hydroclimatic regions (Figure 5) shows that all products 
have similar SM values distributed across hydroclimatic regions in summer and autumn and similarly in 
spring and winter. In the three relatively dry regions of the northwest (regions 1–3), NCEP R2 has higher 
SM values than other products in all seasons, followed by CFSR/CFSV2 and VIC. In the humid regions of 
southeast China (regions 14–17), the SM values of ESA CCI PASSIVE are significantly higher than those 
of the other products in winter, in contrast to the SM values of ACTIVE, which are significantly lower than 
those of the other products. From region 18 (the entire Chinese region), the SM values of all products are 
relatively concentrated and similar, especially in summer and autumn.

Figures 6 and 7 show the interquartile ranges of SM products on annual and seasonal scales from 2000 to 
2018, respectively. Except for the interquartile range in summer, which is relatively uniform in value across 
China, the interquartile range of the 10 products in southern regions is relatively small, with values basical-
ly below 1. And the interquartile range in the northern regions is larger, with high values above 1.75 in many 

Figure 4. Annual variations (2000–2018) of SM from multisource products in different hydroclimatic regions.
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areas, which indicates that the SM data of these 10 products are more concentrated in southern China than 
in northern China. Low values of the interquartile range are prominent in the eastern end of region 7 (Son-
ghua River) in autumn and region 13 (Yangtze River) in winter. Both regions show significant performance 
in spring. The high values in autumn and winter are prominent in regions 3 (Inland rivers in Inner Mon-
golia) and 4 (Yellow River), while that in spring and summer move southward from the northernmost end.

Figure 5. Average SM of different products in each season during 2000–2018. R1–R18 represent the corresponding 
hydroclimatic regions 1–18.
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The longitude series of all SM products in China is characterized by a gradual increase in SM values from 
west to east. Compared to other products, ESA CCI PASSIVE has more pronounced seasonal fluctuations 
except in summer. And it keeps an anomalous peak at the eastern end of China. There is a drop of 0.1  
( 3 3m mE  ) or more between ESA CCI ACTIVE and other products at the western end. (The corresponding 
time series of ACTIVE is not shown in winter because of its severe lack of spatial coverage at the western 
end of China.) Both products, PASSIVE and ACTIVE, have significant outliers between 100°E and 120°E 
in winter, with a similar but slightly better situation in spring. For the latitude series from north to south, 
the SM values initially decrease, then increase, but then decrease again. In the trough of 35°N–45°N, NCEP 
R2 behaves relatively smoothly with small fluctuations and no significant low values compared to the other 
products. Between 20°N and 35°N, ACTIVE is at an anomalous trough, while the other products are at 
their peaks, among which PASSIVE in particular fluctuates the most with abnormally high peaks. And this 
performance of the products is most pronounced in winter. In spring and winter, when the temperature is 
low, this peak for PASSIVE is around 25°N. In summer and autumn, the temperature rises and the peak 
moves northward to about 30°N. In addition, the SM values of PASSIVE are unusually high in the northern 
extremity of China but are excluded in winter due to their consistently small coverage area. On the annual 
scale, these anomalies are fully demonstrated for all products.

4.2. Consistency of SM and Precipitation

Precipitation is an important and direct source of SM (P. Zhang et al., 2020), which affects the distribution 
of SM to some extent. The spatial distribution of precipitation from southeast to northwest China also main-
tains a similar decreasing pattern to that of the SM products in 2000–2018 (Figure 8), which may involve 
soil moisture–precipitation (SM–P) feedback. Among all SM products, the best spatial correlation with pre-
cipitation is maintained by Noah with annual and seasonal mean correlation coefficients of 0.87 and 0.83, 
followed by ESA CCI COMBINED and CLSM. ESA CCI ACTIVE and VIC consistently show the worst spa-
tial correlation with precipitation, with seasonal mean correlation coefficients less than 0.4. Seasonally, the 
products show the strongest spatial correlation with precipitation in summer with an average correlation 
coefficient of 0.76 for all products and the weakest in winter with an average correlation coefficient of only 
0.47. This may be related to the fact that precipitation exhibits a large number of high values and abundant 

Figure 6. Spatial distribution of the annual SM interquartile range between products for 19 years (2000–2018). The 
interquartile range between the 10 products, as the range between the 75th and 25th percentile, was obtained from the 
multiyear average SM normalized for each grid location. The right and bottom plots represent the multiyear average SM 
by latitude and longitude, respectively.
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information on spatial variation in summer. The average spatial correla-
tion coefficients between precipitation and SM for the products are sim-
ilar in the rest of the season and throughout the year, remaining at good 
values greater than 0.6.

Figure  9 demonstrates the temporal correlation between precipitation 
and SM for each product from 2000 to 2018. Most products show a very 
poor correlation with precipitation in the northwest regions, with the 
exception of the ESA CCI family of products, which may be due to the 
dominance of ESA CCI as sensor-based products. The ECMWF products 
have a higher correlation with precipitation in the central west near 95°E, 
while the NCEP products have a higher correlation in the east and the 
GLDAS2.1 products have a higher correlation in the south. The ESA CCI 
products correlate well with precipitation across the Chinese region, but 
PASSIVE shows no or poor correlation due to large areas of missing data.

4.3. Evaluation Based on In Situ Observations

For an accurate evaluation, the data series for the 10 products were in-
terpolated to 654 valid stations where true values of SM were observed 
in 2000–2014 across the country, selected from a total of 778 stations 
(Figure  S1). And due to the 10-day frequency of the observations, the 
daily time series of each product was averaged into a 10-day time series. 
In each hydroclimatic region, the SM observations for 2000–2014 at all 
stations in the region were averaged into a time series in preparation for 
the calculation of Taylor diagrams, as were the 10 SM product values. 
In the Taylor diagrams (Figure 10), 10-day in situ SM observations are 
used as reference data for comparison with the 10-day SM of multisource 
products for the period 2000–2014. The Taylor diagrams demonstrate that 
all products perform poorly in capturing the observed SM variability in 
northwest China. This is similar to the findings for SM and precipitation 
in Figure 9. It is also partly due to the sparsity of in situ SM stations in the 
region. The temporal correlation coefficients of all products decrease in 
the order of regions 3 (Inland rivers in Inner Mongolia), 1 (Inland rivers 
in Xinjiang), and 2 (Inland rivers in northern Tibet), which are located in 
the northwest. And the highest is that of ERA-Interim in region 3, which 
reaches 0.5. ERA5 correlates well with the observed data in the rest of the 
regions (  0.5E R  ), with the highest correlation coefficient of 0.84 in re-
gion 10 (Huai River) and the best comprehensive performance in region 
13 (Yangtze River). In particular, the correlation coefficients are higher 
for ERA5 in the southern regions (regions 10 and 13–17) and CLSM in the 
northern regions (regions 4–8), with the average correlation coefficient 
for both exceeding 0.7. From the perspective of the entire Chinese region 
(regions 18), the correlation coefficients with observations are high for all 
products except ACTIVE, NCEP R2, and VIC (R > 0.6), and the best over-
all performer is CLSM. The RMSD of PASSIVE is significantly larger than 
that of the other products in most regions, followed by ACTIVE. In the 
northeast (regions 6–8), the standard deviation of COMBINED is consist-
ently close to that of the observed SM. And so is the standard deviation of 

Noah in region 10 (Huai River) and the southwest regions (regions 9 and 11–12). The standard deviations 
of the new versions (ERA5 and CFSR/CFSV2) and the fused version (COMBINED) are very close to that of 
the observed SM in region 13 (Yangtze River). In the southeast regions (regions 14–17), ERA5 always has a 
relatively realistic standard deviation, followed by CFSR/CFSV2.

Figure 7. Spatial distribution of seasonal SM interquartile ranges between 
products for 19 years (2000–2018). The interquartile range between the 10 
products, as the range between the 75th and 25th percentile, was obtained 
from the multiyear seasonal average SM normalized for each grid location. 
The right and bottom plots represent the multiyear seasonal average SM by 
latitude and longitude, respectively.
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Figure 8. The multiyear average daily precipitation in 2000–2018 (a), and its spatial correlation coefficients (b) with the multiyear average daily SM for each 
product. The spatial correlation coefficient was obtained by calculating the correlation between precipitation and SM data for all grids throughout China.

Figure 9. Temporal correlation coefficients between multiyear average daily precipitation and SM for each product from 2000 to 2018. The temporal correlation 
coefficient was obtained by calculating the correlation between the time series of daily precipitation and SM data for each grid.
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Figure 10. Taylor diagrams used for comparison between different SM products and observed data in 2000–2014. The corresponding standard deviation and 
root mean square difference (RMSD), as well as the temporal correlation coefficient with the observed SM, were calculated using the time series consisting of 
data for every 10 days from 2000 to 2014 for each product. The red dots represent observations used as a reference and the green lines represent RMSD scale 
lines.
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With the wilting coefficient (the lower limit of SM available to plants) of 
the in situ stations as the threshold of the 2 × 2 contingency table, the 
corresponding indexes were calculated by counting the H, M, F, and Z 
values of each SM product (Table 4). It is shown that the false alarm rates 
of all products are low (FAR < 0.09), indicating that these products rarely 
underreport the occurrence of drought. All products except ESA CCI AC-
TIVE, among which NCEP R2 and VIC perform the most outstandingly, 
have high hit rates (HR > 0.9), low missing alarm rates (MAR < 0.07), 
and high Critical Success Index (CSI) values (CSI > 0.86) dominated by 
H values, meaning that the products are good at simulating SM normal 
conditions without misreporting the occurrence of drought. And they all 
have BS values greater than 1, indicating that the bias of these products is 
dominated by false alarms in simulation and prediction. The BS of ERA5 
and CLSM are closest to 1, indicating that they have the least forecast 
bias. In contrast, ACTIVE does not perform as well as the other products 
for all three indexes—HR, MAR, and CSI, but it has the lowest FAR value 
(FAR = 0.0610), a BS value less than 1 (BS = 0.8507), and the highest ETS 
value (ETS = 0.0336) considering the H, M, F, and Z values comprehen-
sively. Besides, products with high ETS values include CFSR/CFSV2 and 
ERA5, indicating that these products have a good ability to predict and 
simulate the observed SM under normal and drought conditions.

Figure  11 shows the spatial distribution of ETS for different SM products from 2000 to 2014. With the 
exception of ESA CCI ACTIVE and PASSIVE, the high-value areas of the products are mainly distribut-
ed in the south or northeast, and the low-value areas are distributed in the north-central part of China. 

Data set HR FAR MAR CSI BS ETS

ERA-Interim 0.9729 0.0837 0.0271 0.8917 1.2344 0.0082

ERA5 0.9303 0.0805 0.0697 0.8616 1.0316 0.0309

NCEP R2 0.9880 0.0856 0.0120 0.9040 1.2758 0.0056

CFSR/CFSV2 0.9596 0.0817 0.0404 0.8820 1.2025 0.0317

Noah 0.9471 0.0829 0.0529 0.8710 1.1297 0.0212

CLSM 0.9419 0.0844 0.0581 0.8649 1.0654 0.0085

VIC 0.9893 0.0863 0.0107 0.9041 1.2687 0.0046

ACTIVE 0.7858 0.0610 0.2142 0.7400 0.8507 0.0336

COMBINED 0.9581 0.0778 0.0419 0.8844 1.1607 0.0128

PASSIVE 0.9521 0.0834 0.0479 0.8754 1.2611 0.0231

Note. HR, hit rate; FAR, false alarm rate; MAR, missing alarm rate; CSI, 
Critical Success Index; BS, Bias Score; ETS, Equitable Threat Score.

Table 4 
The Dichotomous Verification Indexes of SM Products

Figure 11. The multiyear average Equitable Threat Score (ETS) of different SM products in 2000–2014. The ETS for each product is obtained by comparing the 
SM values that were interpolated to the in situ station with the observed SM values and then calculated.
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PASSIVE has many invalid ETS null values due to the severe overestimation of the observed SM in the 
south. The high-value areas for both ACTIVE and PASSIVE are located in the west of region 4 (Yellow Riv-
er) in north-central China. Overall, ERA5 and Noah have the most ETS high-value partitions, followed by 
CFSR/CFSV2 and COMBINED.

Based on the index values of all SM products located at the in situ stations, Figure 12 shows the optimal 
values of each index by statistics, and Figure 13 filters out the SM products corresponding to the optimal 
values. For 98% of the stations, more than six products on average can make the optimal values of HR and 
MAR ideal, that is, 100% hits without false alarms. Ninety percent of the stations can reach the optimal 
value of 0.8 or more for the CSI score. Multiple products can satisfy this scenario (the average number of 
products is about 6) for most of these stations, and ESA CCI PASSIVE and COMBINED can satisfy sepa-
rately for the remaining few stations. FAR values below 0.2 can be optimally achieved at 93% of the stations, 
and for most of these stations, an average of seven products can satisfy simultaneously, followed by ACTIVE 
alone. In this case, the performance of the ESA CCI series is more satisfactory. Furthermore, the optimal 
value of BS is around 1 ± 0.1, and ACTIVE and CFSR/CFSV2 perform better in this respect. The optimal 
value of ETS is below 0.4, and the distribution of products that can satisfy the condition at the correspond-
ing stations is very scattered. It is recommended to take a comprehensive consideration when selecting SM 
products in different regions.

4.4. The Recommendations Under Different Propensities

Under the propensity of statistical metrics (mainly dominated by the correlation coefficient), the top two 
best-performing products were selected in a statistical sense based on the ability of the products to de-
scribe the variability of in situ SM. And under the propensity of dichotomous verification metrics (mainly 
dominated by ETS), the top two best products were selected in an applied sense based on the ability of the 
products to simulate and predict the observed SM under normal and drought conditions. We can select the 
optimal product for the research needs in the hydroclimatic region under the corresponding propensity to 

Figure 12. The optimal value of the indexes for all SM products in 2000–2014. The optimal value at each station was obtained by comparing the corresponding 
index value for each product at that station. HR, hit rate; FAR, false alarm rate; MAR, missing alarm rate; CSI, Critical Success Index; BS, Bias Score; ETS, 
Equitable Threat Score.
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use (Table 5). In order to seek a wider application, the optimal product can be selected in the corresponding 
hydroclimatic region according to the comprehensive propensity (combination of both ranking results of 
statistical and dichotomous verification metrics), or several optimal products can be integrated using some 
methods currently being explored (e. g., three-cornered hat Xu et al., 2020, artificial neural networks Yao 
et al., 2021) for better overall performance.

5. Discussion
In this study, the differences between various products were fully and thoroughly intercompared and eval-
uated. The satellite-based ESA CCI showed a range of deficiencies in both time and space, which were re-
flected in the outliers demonstrated in our results. The measure of SM from remote sensing suffers from the 
restrictions on sensors, orbits, algorithms, and meteorological conditions. So, in most cases, complete data 
records cannot be obtained and their accuracy also needs to be improved. Specifically, due to the influence 
of clouds and vegetation, valid SM is usually only detected in the topsoil and the estimates obtained can be 
highly biased. Besides, the spatial distribution of SM in winter revealed a large number of missing values 
in northeastern and western China (Figure 3), which may be influenced by snow cover, resulting in poor 
detection capability. On the other hand, LDAS products combined the advantages of land surface model 
simulation and data assimilation. They were highly consistent with soil gauge observations in most regions 
of China, but large estimation biases still existed in some specific areas. In fact, the accuracy of land surface 
models usually depends on factors such as model structure, parameter specification, initial field, and the 
quality of meteorological forcing data. Moreover, land cover changes and human activities such as irriga-
tion, reservoir operation, water diversion, and water transfer are also not fully reflected in the model mod-
ules, which amplifies the model uncertainties. For the reanalysis products, they have good temporal and 
spatial coverage. And the new generation of products (i.e., ERA5) is getting better in terms of resolution, 
accuracy, and improvement of land processes, which is reflected in the better ability of ERA5 to reproduce 

Figure 13. The corresponding products that reach the optimal value of the indexes in 2000–2014. The CSI and ETS take only positive scores; Multiple means 
that multiple products can reach the optimal value of the indexes. HR, hit rate; FAR, false alarm rate; MAR, missing alarm rate; CSI, Critical Success Index; BS, 
Bias Score; ETS, Equitable Threat Score.
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the in situ SM compared to ERA-Interim. However, compared to in situ observations, they still have some 
biases due to the imperfection of the assimilation algorithm. The most important thing is that the lack of 
ground observations has been a primary obstacle to the evaluation of these SM products. Although the SM 
observations used in this study have far exceeded the density of the International Soil Moisture Network 
(ISMN), they are still not spatially representative in some regions (e.g., western China). And crop growth 
and manual measurements also introduce additional errors. Synthesizing the advantages of different prod-
ucts and integrating them is one of the priorities for future work.

6. Conclusions
There are many uncertainties to be evaluated for multisource SM products over China, which is critical for 
product selection and use. In terms of spatial distribution, interannual and seasonal variation, and corre-
lation with precipitation, we compared 10 SM data sets in 18 hydroclimatic regions of China from 2000 to 
2018. Their accuracy was then evaluated based on in situ observations.

The main conclusions of this study are as follows:

1.  All 19-year SM products share similar spatial patterns, with a gradual decrease from southeast to north-
west over China in general (  3 3SM 0.4 (m m ))E  , but there are differences in individual regions and 
products. At the interannual scale, the interannual fluctuations and interproduct differences are small  
(  3 3ΔSM 0.2 (m m ))E  excluding the outliers of ESA CCI PASSIVE and ACTIVE in the southern re-
gions. At the seasonal scale, the SM values of the 10 products are similarly distributed in summer and 
autumn, and similarly in spring and winter. They all have similar patterns in their latitude and longitude 
series, but NCEP R2, ACTIVE, and PASSIVE have significantly different estimates for specific regions in 
each season compared to the other products. In terms of correlation with precipitation, all SM products 
have similar spatial patterns and good spatial correlation with precipitation (annual  0.6E R  ) especially 
in summer, with ESA CCI ACTIVE and VIC performing slightly worse. Each series has its dominant 
region of temporal correlation with precipitation in China.

Region Full name
Propensity under statistical 

metrics
Propensity under dichotomous 

verification metrics Comprehensive propensity

1 Inland rivers in Xinjiang Noah, VIC Noah, ERA5 Noah, CFSR/CFSV2

2 Inland rivers in northern Tibet COMBINED, ACTIVE CLSM, ACTIVE ACTIVE, ERA5

3 Inland rivers in Inner Mongolia ERA-Interim, CFSR/CFSV2 PASSIVE, ACTIVE ERA5/ACTIVE/PASSIVE, ERA-Interim

4 Yellow River ERA5, CLSM ACTIVE, PASSIVE ERA5, PASSIVE

5 Upper Yellow River COMBINED, ERA5 ACTIVE, Noah ACTIVE/COMBINED, ERA5

6 Hai River CFSR/CFSV2, CLSM CFSR/CFSV2, ACTIVE CFSR/CFSV2, CLSM

7 Songhua River CLSM, Noah Noah, CFSR/CFSV2 Noah, ERA5/CFSR/CFSV2

8 Liao River CLSM, CFSR/CFSV2 CFSR/CFSV2, Noah CFSR/CFSV2, ERA5

9 Upper Yangtze River COMBINED, NCEP R2 ACTIVE, ERA5 COMBINED, ERA5/ACTIVE

10 Huai River ERA5, CFSR/CFSV2 CFSR/CFSV2, ERA5 ERA5/CFSR/CFSV2, Noah

11 Southwest rivers in southern Tibet ERA5, COMBINED ACTIVE, Noah ERA5, ACTIVE

12 Southwest rivers in Yunnan CLSM, PASSIVE PASSIVE, CFSR/CFSV2 PASSIVE, Noah

13 Yangtze River ERA5, ERA-Interim ACTIVE, ERA5 ERA5, CFSR/CFSV2

14 Middle Yangtze River ERA5, CFSR/CFSV2 CFSR/CFSV2, ERA5 ERA5/CFSR/CFSV2, ERA-Interim

15 Lower Yangtze River ERA5, COMBINED ERA5, ERA-Interim ERA5, ERA-Interim/CFSR/CFSV2

16 Pearl River ERA5, VIC CFSR/CFSV2, PASSIVE CFSR/CFSV2, VIC

17 Southeast rivers ERA5, ERA-Interim ACTIVE, ERA5 ERA5, ERA-Interim/CFSR/CFSV2

18 China CLSM, ERA5 ACTIVE, CFSR/CFSV2 ERA5, CFSR/CFSV2

Table 5 
Summary of the Optimal Products Under Different Propensities
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2.  Although none of the products perform perfectly in capturing and observing in situ SM variability, all 
have been able to estimate it with the best correlation coefficients and simulate it with low false alarm 
rates (FAR < 0.09) in their dominant hydroclimatic regions, and ERA5 in particular has a better overall 
performance. ERA5 has a higher temporal correlation coefficient in the southern hydroclimatic regions, 
while CLSM performs better in the northeast and throughout China (  0.7E R  for both products). From 
the perspective of the ability to simulate and predict the observed SM under normal and drought condi-
tions, ERA5 has higher ETS values and more areas of high ETS values, and CFSR/CFSV2 also performs 
well in this regard. There is also a prominent performance of ACTIVE on ETS in the west of region 4 
(Yellow River) and the ESA CCI series on other indexes such as BS in most regions.

3.  Each SM product performs differently in different hydroclimatic regions. The SM values for the 10 prod-
ucts in the southern regions are overall higher than those in the northern regions, but the interquartile 
range is relatively smaller than that in the northern regions. For each hydroclimatic region, the cor-
responding SM products with optimal performance have been screened under different propensities 
(statistical metrics, dichotomous verification metrics, and the comprehensive propensity). Depending 
on the needs of the study area, integration of several optimal products from one region or integration of 
optimal products from several regions under the comprehensive propensity can be further considered 
to develop better SM data sets. The hydroclimatic regions of northwest and southern China are areas 
where product estimates are prone to bias relative to in situ observations, and a complete, long-term SM 
observation network is still needed to aid validation.

Data Availability Statement
Data sets used in this study are provided freely by multiple repositories. The ERA-Interim and ERA5 prod-
ucts are obtained from ECMWF (https://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/levtype=sfc and 
https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/search?type=dataset&text=ERA5, respectively). The NCEP 
R2 data can be available online through NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSL (https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.
ncep.reanalysis2.html). The CFSR and CFSV2 data can be accessed through NCAR (https://rda.ucar.edu/
datasets/ds093.1 and https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds094.1, respectively). The GLDAS2.1 data are accessed 
online from NASA’s Goddard Earth Sciences Data and Information Services Center (GES DISC; https://disc.
gsfc.nasa.gov). The ESA CCI SM products are available through the ESA CCI project (https://www.esa-soil-
moisture-cci.org). In situ SM observations and precipitation data are available through CMA under the 
premise of real-name registration (http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/dataCode/AGME_AB2_CHN_TEN.
html and http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/dataCode/SURF_CLI_CHN_PRE_DAY_GRID_0.5.html, re-
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